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PART ONE
EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 1
A. Assignment
SiteWorks has been retained by Venture Realty Group to provide an analysis of the full retail potential
and merchandising recommendations for the proposed Wave mixed-use development planned to be
opened in Virginia Beach, Virginia.
B. Analytical Framework
We distinguish Commodity retail uses and shopping facilities from Specialty retail uses and shopping
venues as an underlying premise in our analyses and recommendations. In doing so, our objective is to
provide highly targeted merchandising recommendations with an eye toward maximizing asset positioning
within one or both of these broad retailing categories, as applicable.
C. The Wave Mixed-Use Development
The Wave mixed-use project is designed to include four distinct “blocks” at the epicenter of the
Entertainment District, on the Dome Site. The Project is designed to provide a pedestrian friendly
experience bringing year-round activity to the corridor running from the Virginia Beach Boardwalk to the
Convention Center. The Project is conceived to capture the “energy, spirit, imagination and potential of
Virginia Beach and its people,” according to Pharrell Williams, the acclaimed Virginia Beach rapper,
singer, songwriter and record producer who will also be a partner in the Project.

The focal point of the Wave will be one of the largest wave parks in the world consisting of a 200,000
square foot Surf Park and lounge area designed by San Sebastian, Spain-based Wave Garden,
designer of successful surfing parks operating in the U.K. and the United States with over a dozen more
in development around the world.
Wave Garden, an engineering company focused on the research, design, manufacturing, installation and
operation of world-class wave generating systems and surfing lagoons, is partnering with Venture to
provide the man-made wave technology that is expected to bring 1,000 perfect waves an hour to the
heart of the Wave as its core attraction. The Surf Park is being designed to include the ability to modify
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Defined terms used in the Executive Summary are used as defined in the Full Report contained in
Part Two hereof.
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wave height up to six feet in the pool itself. Construction of the Project is anticipated to begin as early as
spring of 2019, and the first phase of the Project is expected to open in 2020 or 2021.
The Project, designed to create distinct neighborhood blocks with individual personalities and
merchandising focuses, is currently planned (subject to change) as follows:

The Project will be strategically located immediately adjacent to the center of the Oceanfront District, in
perhaps the single most prominent location within the Virginia Beach Resort Area. The Property,
located between 18th Street to the south, 20th Street to the north, Baltic Avenue to the west and Atlantic
Avenue to the east, is in the geographic center of the Resort Area, is also centrally located in the
Entertainment District and adjacent to the Vibe District and will be easily accessible from the eastern
termini of both Interstate 264 and U.S. Route 58 (Virginia Beach Boulevard), the two most important
gateway highways for vehicular traffic entering the Resort Area.
D. Market Fundamentals
The Virginia Beach Resort Area is located within, and be significantly influenced by, the larger
Hampton Roads Region, part of the Atlantic coastal plain comprised of southeast Virginia, northeastern
North Carolina and portions of Maryland located as part of the larger Atlantic coast and Chesapeake Bay
ecosystems. The Hampton Roads Region includes the Virginia Beach-Norfolk-Newport News, VA-NC,
Metropolitan Statistical Area, consisting of sixteen county-level jurisdictions within five counties and nine
independent cities in Virginia (and two counties in northeastern North Carolina), including the cites of
Norfolk, Virginia Beach, Chesapeake, Portsmouth, Newport News, Hampton and Suffolk.
The Hampton Roads Region covers 3,132.6 square miles and includes approximately 1,674,801 full
time residents with a median age of 37.1 years. The region includes approximately 659,266 households
and ranks 37thin size (out of 382 MSAs nationwide) among all Metropolitan Statistical Areas in the United
States. Approximately 31.4% of Hampton Roads Region residents over 25 years in age have earned a
bachelor's degree or higher.
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The Hampton Roads Regional economy has become increasingly dependent upon defense spending
over the past decade with Department of Defense spending accounting for 45.6% of all regional
economic activity.
The military currently has 64 ships homeported in the area and 36 aircraft squadrons. They also have a
variety of Navy Special Forces and support units in the market.
The Virginia Tourism Corporation reported approximately 15.2 million visitors traveled to Virginia Beach
in 2016 for leisure or business travel which was a 9.4% increase over 2015. Visitation is estimated to
have reached approximately 17.0 million in 2017. Approximately 8.1 million of these visitors came to the
City for only one day, while 7.1 million stayed for one or more nights. While travelers come to the market
from across the country and around the globe, nearly 75% of visitors arrived by car and a reported 43
percent come to visit relatives.
While exact statistics on visitation to the Virginia Beach Resort Area are difficult to ascertain, our review
of the Longwood international’s Virginia Beach 2016 visitor Research Report as well the BCF Virginia
Beach Perception Study (Wave 2), dated October 28, 2016 indicates that trips to the market are heavily
weighted to prime Summer Beach months and the vast majority of these trips originating from Mid-Atlantic
markets, including Washington, DC, Richmond, VA and New York, NY and 31% of visitors staying in
Resort Area hotels. As a result, we estimate that approximately 50% of visitors coming to the market, or
in excess of 7.5 million visitors annually have at least some contact with the Resort Area. The tourism
industry is the fifth largest private employer in Virginia supporting more than 229,000 jobs and $5.6 billion
in salaries.
E. Competitive Landscape
The Hampton Roads Region and Virginia Beach are fully supplied with adequate supplies of both
Commodity and Specialty Retail, however the Virginia Beach Resort Area is populated primarily with
traditional “beach offerings including t-shits shops and seasonal merchandise offerings and lacks major
attractions other than the beach itself and the Boardwalk. We believe that the we believe the Wave is
well-positioned to fill large gaps in the market and is well positioned for success
F. The Surfing Industry

35 million surfers participate in the sport worldwide, with 3.3 million surfers residing in the United States.
49% of surfing expenditures, however, are reported to take place in the United States. The surfing
industry is growing at between 12 and 15 percent annually, with total surfing industry revenue reaching an
estimated $13.2 billion in 2017, $1.6 billion from surf footwear sales alone. (By comparison, estimated
annual revenue in the golfing industry is estimated to have reached just under $35 billion in 2017.)
Youth participation in surfing increased by 73% from 2006 to 2016, making it one of the fastest growing
sports in the country. We expect the surfing industry to grow disproportionately relative to most other
sports in the coming decade as it becomes an Olympic sport in 2020 and benefits from steadily
increasing exposure.
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G. Trade Area Analysis
The trade area for the Project includes the entire Hampton Roads Region, the substantial existing
Virginia Beach tourism market, and the larger East Coast population center where 38% of the U.S.
population resides.
H. Retail Potential
While calculation of “spending potential” (or so-called “gap analysis”) was historically used to substantiate
the addition of new retail square footage to an existing market and to establish sales potential, we do not
believe that such an analysis would yield meaningful results in this case, given the unconventional
centerpiece of the Project’s main Surf Park attraction and the lack similar retail projects available for
comparison.
We do, however, believe that the Resort Area, while adequately served today with standard beach
related retail and services, has little in the way of destination attractions and, with the exception of a small
supply of quality restaurants, does not currently offer a mixed-use retail destination featuring the kind and
quality of entertainment and retail components planned for the Wave.
With this in mind, we feel highly confident that the Project, with its central location in the Resort Area
and unique first to market attractions, performance space, office and residential components, will not only
support the creation of the 138,100 combined sf of retail and restaurant space (along with the more than
100,000 sf of entertainment and attraction space,) but is likely to create demand for additional square
footage in the near-term future.

I. Displacement Analysis
We were asked to participate, along with Lambert Advisory (“Lambert”), in an analysis of retail and
restaurant capacity (the “Lambert Analysis”) in the Resort Area, based upon completion of the Project,
as described herein, along with all three additional projects planned for the Resort Area, as described in
Section VI above.

While we engaged in extensive discussions with Lambert, Lambert Analysis”) was completed
independently by Lambert.
Lambert estimates that current restaurant supply in the primary Resort Area totals approximately
500,000 sf at present, consisting primarily of full service restaurants, but also including fast casual, fast
food and take out establishments. We estimate that a total of approximately 98,000 sf of new restaurant
space is currently being planned for the four Proposed Projects, or approximately 20% of existing
restaurant supply in the Resort Area.
We have not evaluated total retail supply, average rents, vacancy rates or other retail supply data for the
Resort Area and have not relied on such information in reaching our conclusions for the Wave.
We concur with Lambert’s overall conclusion that, based upon the assumptions set forth in the Lambert
Analysis, the additional retail, restaurant and entertainment capacity planned in the four Proposed
Projects,
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will not result in an oversupply of in the Base Year of operation of the four PROPO Projects, and in fact,
would likely stimulate demand for additional supply.
Given the overall importance of the Wave Project as tone of the single greatest net generators of new
visits to the Resort Area among the Proposed Projects, and critical need for strong restaurant
performance for the overall success of the Wave, we believe that the introduction of prime restaurant
space associated with competing projects, particularly the Fishing Pier, a low impact net visit generator,
should ideally be staggered to limit the risk of too much new restaurant supply being added to the market
at any given time.
In addition, we believe that the following additional factors should be considered in interpreting the overall
impact of the introduction of new restaurant space:
1. Normal Attrition. Absent the introduction of new restaurant supply associated with the four
Proposed Projects, normal attrition of existing restaurant supply would be expected to occur in
the market, reducing current supply and requiring replacement.
2. Incremental Market Growth. Independent of the impact from the four Proposed Projects,
Resort Area visitation and demand would be expected to continue to grow annually. In the even
hat annual growth occurs at a modest 3.5% annually, for example, demand for additional retail
and restaurant space would grow by 17,500 sf annually, reducing the impact of any possible
short-term oversupply.
J. Merchandising Recommendations
Given the dimensions of the Wave Property itself as well as the large footprint of the Surf Park, the site
plan for the Wave does not follow traditional shopping center or mixed-use design or planning principles.
In addition, more than half of the Wave’s retail square footage is located on the second floor, requiring
addition planning attention. Despite these planning challenges, however, we believe that the Project’s
unique and compelling attractions and entertainment anchors, along with its central Resort Area location,
provide an exceptional retail opportunity.
In addition to the Surf Park, Venture is working with animation genius Josh Wexler to develop an
approximately 15,000 sf experiential virtual reality concept planned to be located on the second floor of
the northeast corner North Building. While details of the new concept are not available as of the date of
this report, we believe that this concept, when designed has the potential to become a destination unto
itself and offers the Project another opportunity to diversify its overall appeal and help link the Project to
the Vibe District.
The primary focus of the Project will be on the Surf Park itself along with the rows of retail stores and
restaurants located to the north of the pool on the ground and second floors of the North Building. The
Surf Park is expected to be the single largest attraction drawing visitors to the Wave. Wave Garden
estimates that the Surf Park will attract 97,867 paying customers annually from a potential market area
estimated at over 8.3 million residents. With the annual capacity of the Surf Park estimated at 272,000
“rides”, the pool will be capable of drawing a multiple of its estimated draw at maximum utilization.
We recommend that the North West Block function as a bridge to both the Vibe District and the
Convention Center to the west and to the heart of the Project to the east. As part of this mix, we believe
that a high-end specialty grocery store would be a unique and effective addition to the Project and the
Resort Area. We recommend, however, that Venture consider a smaller scale grocery store in the range
of approximately 15,000 feet in size.
The second floor 35,000 sf National Geographic Experience Attraction and 45,000 sf “plush recline”
Cinepolis or similar theater will provide strong additional destination appeal to the Project, however, we
recommend that Venture consider creating adding first-floor entrances and prominent marques for these
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attractions in order to enhance overall Project appeal and introduce a sense of excitement and
connectivity at the ground floor level of the Project.
In addition, given the difficulty of bringing pedestrian traffic to second floor retail locations in general, we
recommend that additional second-floor retail merchandising be limited to destination entertainment and
attractions and larger format signature restaurants.
We recommend that Venture merchandise a combination of food and beverage concepts and core
surfing and related merchandise in the ground floor space in the North Building.

We recommend that contemporary restaurant and social clubs, like Pine wood Social and King’s Bowling
be considered to occupy key second story retail space, while a collection of favorite coffee houses, cafes,
ice cream and treat shops and authentic surf apparel, equipment and repair shops fill out the ground floor
merchandising plan.
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PART TWO
FULL ANALYSIS AND REPORT
SECTION I
Description of Assignment
This report (the “Report” or the “Study”) has been prepared by SiteWorks Retail Real Estate Services,
LLC (“SiteWorks”) for Venture Waves, LLC (“Venture” or the “Developer”) and The Virginia Beach
Development Authority (the “VBDA”) to evaluate the retail potential of the proposed redevelopment of the
site known as the “Dome Site” (referred to herein as the “Dome Site” or the “Property”) located in the
“Oceanfront District” of the City of Virginia Beach, VA (“the Market” or “Virginia Beach”) in the eastern
portion of the Hampton Roads, VA Metropolitan Statistical Area (the “Hampton Roads Region” or the
“Hampton Roads”).

Former “Dome Site” Music Venue

The development plan for the Property currently calls for Venture to develop a mixed-use entertainment
venue to be known as “The Wave” (referred to herein as the “Wave” or the “Project”) featuring the East
Coast’s largest man-made Surf Park designed to generate year-round surfing capable waves and related
activities.

Proposed “Wave” Rendering (Subject to Change)
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Venture and VBDA have retained SiteWorks to conduct a comprehensive analysis of the
market and proposed merchandising plan for the Wave, which will include the following:
 Assessment of the market and trade area for the Project;
 Analysis of competition in the market;
 Review of the proposed Project configuration;
 Assessment of the conceptual merchandising plan for the Project;
 Place-making considerations; and
 Discussion Retail demand and of the Lambert Advisory Analysis

Virginia Beach, Virginia Oceanfront District Highlight

.
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SECTION II
Analytical
Framework and Methodology
A. Analytical Framework
We distinguish “Commodity” retail uses and shopping facilities from “Specialty” retail uses and shopping
venues as an underlying premise in our analyses and recommendations. In doing so, our objective is to
provide highly targeted merchandising recommendations with an eye toward maximizing asset positioning
within one or both of these broad retailing categories, as applicable. To this end, we will frequently refer
to, and differentiate between, Commodity retail and Specialty retail (each as defined below) throughout
our analysis and in this Report.
B. Guiding Principles
Well-conceived Commodity retail is designed primarily to offer efficiency, convenience, and functionality,
while successful Specialty retail shopping venues are designed to inspire extended stays and
discretionary spending by establishing emotional bonds with customers.

The Commodity vs Specialty Retail Dichotomy

Due to these fundamental differences, we generally recommend merchandising Commodity retail and
Specialty retail separately in merchandising plans, with only carefully considered exceptions.
C. Definitions
The following terms are defined, used, and applied throughout our Report as follows:
1. Commodity Retail
Commodity retail goods and services are defined as those goods and services
purchased and consumed on a regular basis using primary household funds.
Consumers most often purchase Commodity retail goods and services at retail
outlets offering the combination of low price and convenience best suited to the need and
purchase in question.
Commodity retailers range from local convenience stores and drug stores to grocery, big
box, and general merchandise stores and warehouse clubs. Successful Commodity retail
shopping facilities are designed and constructed to offer consumers efficiency, functionality,
cost effectiveness and convenient parking.
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Commodity Retailers

While involving the establishment of trust by the consumer, the selection of Commodity retailers
and shopping centers that are preferred by consumers generally does not require the delivery of a
shopping “experience” or the development of an emotional attachment to the place of purchase by
the consumer.
2. Specialty Retail
By contrast, Specialty retail goods and services are defined as discretionary or aspirational goods
and services purchased using the consumer’s discretionary funds (and discretionary time). As
such, consumers most often purchase Specialty retail goods and services at retail outlets offering
the best aspirational product assortment in the most appealing shopping environment.

Specialty Retailers and Shopping Centers

Consumers develop preferences for Specialty retailers and shopping centers based primarily upon
positive emotional responses to their shopping experiences. Specialty retail also includes all
forms of entertainment competing for consumer discretionary dollars, including theme parks, sports
venues, casinos and cultural centers.
D. Methodology
Prior to preparing this Report, SiteWorks conducted independent fieldwork during the month of March,
2018, including visiting the Property itself and retail facilities in and around Virginia Beach and the
Hampton Roads market.
We also visited and reviewed areas throughout the Hampton Roads market that we believe may directly
or indirectly influence the retail potential of the Wave and completed extensive reviews of residential
neighborhoods and commercial zones throughout the region.
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Propose WAVE Development (Subject to Change)

During our field visits, we conducted numerous interviews with a variety of knowledgeable individuals,
including retail store managers, real estate professionals, and selected consumers from a variety of
ethnic and socio-economic backgrounds. In addition, we have extensively discussed the Project with
executives and have reviewed several various study results to date for the Property.
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SECTION III
Resort Area Districts
A. Introduction
After almost 25 years and considerable public discussion since its demolition in 1994, the VBDA issued
an RFQ in January 2017 requesting proposals from qualified development companies to transform the
parking lot and surrounding underused buildings that today constitute the Dome Site into a world class
mixed-use development, including destination entertainment and attractions, a mix of hotel and residential
uses, and complimentary retail restaurants and shops.
Venture was selected to redevelop the Property, based upon its plan to develop the Project, an
ambitious year-round wave park destination designed to appeal to a wide range of audiences from local
residents and tourists to the large and growing surfing community. The proposed $300 Million Wave
mixed-use development has been planned on the approximately ten-acre Dome Site located in the heart
of the Virginia Beach Entertainment District (the “Entertainment District”), adjacent to the emerging
“ViBe Creative District” (the “Vibe District”) and bordering on the centrally located Virginia Beach
Oceanfront District (the “Oceanfront District”).
The Oceanfront District, Entertainment District, and Vibe District are described in more detail below
and collectively referred to herein as the “Resort Area”.
B. The Oceanfront District
The Virginia Beach Oceanfront District, located in the southeastern most quadrant of the City,
represents the primary Atlantic Ocean beachfront resort area in Virginia Beach.

Virginia Beach Oceanfront District

The district includes the three-mile long Virginia Beach oceanfront boardwalk (the “Boardwalk”), along
with the primary beach related traffic corridors running north-south along Atlantic and Pacific Avenues.
The district includes over 40 beachfront hotels and resorts.
C. The Entertainment District
The City of Virginia Beach, having studied the best ways to enhance the desirability of the City as a
tourist destination and to leverage the assets of the City to maximize tax revenue, concluded it would
benefit from the creation of the new Entertainment District extending west from the Oceanfront District
through the Dome Site to the Virginia Beach Convention Center (the “Convention Center”) and adjacent
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parcel in order to fulfill the desires of residents and visitors alike for additional entertainment options and
to assist in bringing life to the area during off season months.

Redevelopment of the Dome Site into a vibrant year-round mixed-use entertainment venue stands at the
center of this initiative, which also includes the creation of a large sports and recreation facility adjacent to
the Convention Center.

Proposed Virginia Beach Entertainment District

The Project (as described in more detail in Section IV below) is envisioned to become the centerpiece of
the Entertainment District and a primary connecting point between the Boardwalk to the east and the
Convention Center to the west along 18th, 19th and 20th Streets.
D. The ViBe Creative District
The Vibe District, located to the southwest of the Dome Site, was developed to create a “hub for artists
and spirits, roasters and restaurants, workouts and wares, museums and more”, according to the district’s
web site. The purpose of the district is to create a dedicated area where “creative businesses can set up

The ViBe Creative District

discovery in locals and visitors alike.” The district is programmed to offer something “always
going on”, with a diverse calendar of daily, weekly and monthly events from farmer’s markets to
entertainment event.
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SECTION IV
The Wave Mixed-Use Development
A. Dome Site History
The Dome Site first became a Virginia Beach Resort Area entertainment destination with the
construction of the “Dome” in 1958 (the Dome”). At the time of the Dome’s completion, it represented
one of the first geodesic domes built in the United States and became an instant landmark. The Dome,
with its 1,000-seat concert venue, quickly rose in stature to become perhaps the most important signature
destination in the Resort Area, attracting countless music legends, including The Supremes, The Rolling
Stones, Fleetwood Mac, Jimi Hendricks and Stevie Wonder.

The Dome Events Center

In addition to providing live entertainment during the prime summer tourist season, the Dome remained
open in the off season, offering a wide variety of attractions including roller skating, surfing movies, trade
shows and annual flower sales, among others. By 1994, however, the Dome had lost its prior luster and
relevance and was demolished and replaced with a surface parking lot.
B. Project Description
The Wave mixed-use project is designed to include four distinct “blocks” at the epicenter of the
Entertainment District, providing a pedestrian friendly experience bringing year-round activity to the
corridor running from the Virginia Beach Boardwalk to the Convention Center. The Project is
conceived to capture the “energy, spirit, imagination and potential of Virginia Beach and its people,”
according to Pharrell Williams, the acclaimed Virginia Beach rapper, singer, songwriter and record
producer who will also be a partner in the Project.

The Wave Development Site and Conceptual Plan (Subject to Change)
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As part of the plan for the Project, the City of Virginia Beach plans to close 19th Street between Arctic
and Pacific Avenues east of the Project in the primary corridor connecting the Convention Center and
the Boardwalk today. The portion of 19th Street to be closed will be replaced by a new pedestrian
connection between the Convention Center and the Boardwalk that will run directly through the Project.
18th and 20th Streets, each with direct Boardwalk access will likely become key Boardwalk access
points.
The focal point of the Wave will be one of the largest wave parks in the world consisting of a 200,000
square foot surf pool (the “Surf Park”) and lounge area designed by San Sebastian, Spain-based Wave
Garden (“Wave Garden”), designer of successful surfing parks operating in the U.K. and the United
States, with over a dozen more in development around the world.

Wave Garden Surf Park

Wave Garden, an engineering company focused on the research, design, manufacturing, installation and
operation of world-class wave generating systems and surfing lagoons, is partnering with Venture to
provide the man-made wave technology that is expected to bring 1,000 perfect waves an hour to the
heart of the Wave as its core attraction. The Surf Park is being designed to include the ability to modify
wave height up to six feet in the pool itself. Construction of the Project is anticipated to begin as early as
spring of 2019, and the first phase of the Project is expected to open in 2020 or 2021.
C. Project Design and Configuration
The Project is designed to create distinct neighborhood blocks with individual personalities and
merchandising focuses, as follows:

Proposed Site Plan (Created by Hanbury dated April 4, 2018 and Subject to Change)
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1. The North West Block: The “North West Block”, bound by 20th Street to the north, 19th Street
to the south, Baltic Avenue to the west and Arctic Avenue to the east, is proposed to include 174
residential apartment units with 145 surface parking spaces plus an addition 520-space parking
garage in a mixed-use building (the “North West Building”). The North West Building will be
connected to the North Building (as defined below) by a second-floor pedestrian bridge.
The ground floor of the building is designed to accommodate a 30,500-sf grocery store, along with
additional 44,400 square feet of ground floor retail. In addition, the building is planned to include a
45,000-sf cinema and a proposed 35,000 sf National Geographic attraction on the second floor.
2. The North (Wave Park) Block: The “North Block”, bound by 20th Street to the north, 19th
Street to the south, Arctic Avenue to the west and Pacific Avenue to the east, is proposed to
include approximately 252 residential apartment units with a 520-space parking garage (the “North
Building”). The North Building will be connected to the North West Building by a second-floor
pedestrian bridge.
The North Building is designed to include approximately 39,900 sf of ground floor retail space just
north of the Wave Park in addition to approximately 42,300 sf of second floor retail space.
Additional surface parking spaces will be located off 20th Street adjacent to the ground floor retail.
3. The Church Block: The “Church Block”, bound by 20th Street to the north, 19th Street to the
south, Pacific Avenue to the west and Atlantic Avenue to the east, is currently designed to feature a
contemporary 150,000 sf office tower and approximately 6,800 sf of ground floor retail space (the
“Church Building”).
4. The South Block: The “South Block”, a partial block located at the southeast corner of 19th
Street and Arctic Avenue, will become the location of a 3,500-seat live entertainment venue (the
“ViBe Theater”), including a rooftop bar and private events facility.
D. Location, Access and Visibility
The Project will be strategically located on Dome Site, immediately adjacent to the center of the
Oceanfront District, in perhaps the single most prominent location within the Virginia Beach Resort
Area. The Property, located between 18th Street to the south, 20th Street to the north, Baltic Avenue to
the west and Atlantic Avenue to the east, is in the geographic center of the Resort Area, is also centrally
located in the Entertainment District and adjacent to the Vibe District.

Aerial View of The Dome Site Looking West to East
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The Project will be highly visible from Pacific Avenue, one of the primary north-south traffic carriers
through the Resort Area and will be conveniently located just one block from the Atlantic Ocean, near the
eastern terminus of both Interstate 264 and U.S. Route 58 (Virginia Beach Boulevard), the two most
important gateway highways carrying beach bound vehicular traffic entering the Virginia Beach Resort
Area.

E. Regional Access
The Project will be easily accessible from local area streets and will be conveniently located just one
block from the Atlantic Ocean near the eastern termini of both Interstate 264 and U.S. Route 58 (Virginia
Beach Boulevard), the two most important gateway highways for vehicular traffic entering the Resort
Area.

The Wave Central Location

The majority of traffic entering the Resort Area arrives via Interstate 264 which enters the Resort Area
the via 21st Street at Parks Avenue adjacent to the Convention Center and Virginia Beach Boulevard
(17th Street) to the south. Traffic also enters the Resort Area via Laskin Road to the north.
Interstate 264 runs from the City of Chesapeake to coastal Virginia Beach through the Hampton Roads
and acts as the major feeder highway providing the final vehicular link for visitors coming to the Resort
Area from local Hampton Roads Region markets, Norfolk International Airport and from major
metropolitan areas to the north, south and west, including Richmond, VA, Washington DC, Baltimore, MD
and markets beyond.
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Section V
Additional Proposed Projects
A. Introduction
As outlined in the March 2018 Central Beach Entertainment District Resort Advisory Committee Briefing
(the “Resort Area Strategic Plan”), the City of Virginia Beach and the VBDA are embarking upon a
Resort Area economic development plan focused on four primary development initiatives, including

Virginia Beach Resort Area Initiatives

the proposed Project described in Section IV above, and three additional development projects in the
Resort Area. (collectively the “Proposed Projects”). These three additional projects are described
below.
B. Virginia Beach Fishing Pier

Virginia Beach Fishing Pier

Virginia Beach is currently evaluating proposals to either redevelop the 14th/15th Street Fishing Pier or
to construct a new fishing pier at a new Boardwalk and 17th Street location (individually and collectively
the “Fishing Pier” or the “Fishing Pier Project”). The Fishing Pier Project is expected to include
construction of a new 880 feet long pier designed to accommodate fishing and pedestrian uses as well
as to accommodate a new “giant wheel” attraction.

Existing and Proposed Fishing Pier Images
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The Fishing Pier Project is expected to include at least two new restaurants and other retail amenities.
In addition to modernizing and enhancing the fishing pier itself, and adding retail and restaurant space,
plans call for the addition of two new hotels adding hundreds of hotel rooms to the market. The Fishing
Pier Project itself, exclusive of separate hotel development activities, is expected to cost approximately
$25 million and will be privately owned and operated. The most recent bids for the project were due on
Monday, May 14, 2018 and are in process of being reviewed by the City of Virginia Beach.
Despite other benefits that may be derived from this project, we believe that the Fishing Pier Project will
generate little if any net new demand for retail and restaurant space in the Resort Area.
C. Sports Center
In November 2017, the City of Virginia Beach terminated the agreement to build an approximately
500,000 square foot entertainment and sports arena on City-owned property across 19th Street from the
Convention Center. The proposed arena project was replaced by a more modest proposal to develop a

Proposed Sports Center

new “sports center” (the “Sports Center”) featuring a new indoor fieldhouse capable of attracting an
increased level of traveling sports events to Virginia Beach. The proposed Sports Center would be built
on the west end of the Convention Center and could open by winter of 2020.
Visitors to Virginia Beach to attend sports events booked more than 100,000 hotel rooms in the City in
2017, and reports indicate that that number could jump 20 percent with a new facility that could be used
for basketball, volleyball, cheerleading, dance and wrestling, according to a recent study commissioned
by the City.
The new indoor Sports Center would likely feature a specialized running rack aimed at attracting the
lucrative National Collegiate Athletic Association indoor track and field championships to the facility in offseason months. To attract the track and field market, the City's investment in the project would
reportedly grow from $40 million to $55 million.

The Sports Center could also be enlarged to accommodate the addition of up to 10 additional basketball
courts that could be laid on top of the track. "The courts and the track are our recipe for success," a City
spokesman said. While the City currently hosts 17 events annually that could use the new facility, the
addition of the new hydraulic track and basketball courts could draw up to 43 new events and retain
existing events, more than doubling room nights from sporting events in Virginia Beach.
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In addition to attracting new bookings, the new Sports Center is also expected allow the City attract
lucrative sports marketing money. The new Center would be designed to attract weekend events and
teams from outside the region that are currently unable to book in Virginia Beach today due to
inadequate facilities. The facility, however, is expected to be utilized extensively by local residents on
weekdays and on otherwise unused weekends.
In May, 2017, the City of Virginia Beach set aside the first $4 million of the $40 million projected
construction cost. The City’s total investment of approximately $68 million will be offset by public facility
revenue bonds, along with taxes generated on restaurant meals, hotel rooms and amusements. The final
plan, including the 285,000 sf facility (with courts, a new track and 1,100 new surface parking spaces)
was approved by the City Council on July 10, 2018.
The Lambert Report (as defined in Section X below) estimates that the Sports Center, will generate
demand for an additional 51,800 square feet of new retail and entertainment space and 25,300 square
feet of new restaurant space in the Resort Area. The Sports Center is not expected to create a
meaningful supply of new retail or restaurant space itself, however.
D. Cavalier Hotel Redevelopment
The landmark Cavalier Hotel was built in 1927, however, the hotel has lost its luster in recent years, and
after a succession of financial and legal maneuvers, Virginia Beach hospitality company, Gold Key/PHR,
agreed to purchase the property and worked with the City to create a master development plan that
would provide for the preservation of the original “Cavalier Hotel and historic landscaping elements while
adding residences and a new Marriott hotel (the “Cavalier Project”). The Cavalier Project is now well
under way and includes three parcels located south of 42nd Street near the intersection of Atlantic and
Pacific Avenues in the Resort Area.

Cavalier Project Site and Marketing Images

After four years and $81 million in renovations, the historic Cavalier hotel reopened in early March 2018
as part of the Marriott Autograph Collection. The redeveloped Cavalier hotel includes three signature
restaurant offerings, including Becca, Hunt Room and The Raleigh Room. In addition, a new full service
282 room Marriott flag hotel and conference center has begun construction. The remaining “Pacific
Parcel”, located on the west side of Pacific Avenue and north of 40th Street includes approximately 2.54
acres and has been dedicated to parking and recreation uses.

The “New” Cavalier Project Images

In total, the new Cavalier Hotel, Beach Club and Marriott Oceanfront Hotel are expected to add an
additional 24,000 sf of restaurant and bar space to the Resort Area along with additional incidental retail
space. The Lambert Report (as defined in Section X below) estimates that the Cavalier Project will
contribute substantially to the generation of demand for an additional 89,000 square feet of new retail
space and 30,200 square feet of new restaurant space in the Resort Area, and will add only
approximately 28,000 sf of combined new retail and restaurant space itself.
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SECTION VI
Market Fundamentals
While the proposed Wave will be located within the City of Virginia Beach Resort Area, the Project is
located within, and will be significantly influenced by market conditions, in the greater Hampton Roads
Region. As such, we are providing a comprehensive regional overview below.
A. Hampton Roads Region Overview
The Hampton Roads Region is a part of the Atlantic coastal plain comprised of southeast Virginia,
northeastern North Carolina and portions of Maryland located as part of the larger Atlantic coast and
Chesapeake Bay ecosystems. The Hampton Roads Region includes the Virginia Beach-

Hampton Roads MSA

Norfolk-Newport News, VA-NC, Metropolitan Statistical Area (the “MSA” or the “Hampton Roads MSA”)
which consists of sixteen county-level jurisdictions within five counties and nine independent cities in
Virginia (and two counties in northeastern North Carolina), including the cites of Norfolk, Virginia Beach,
Chesapeake, Portsmouth, Newport News, Hampton and Suffolk.

Major Hampton Roads Jurisdictions

The Hampton Roads MSA covers 3,132.6 square miles and includes approximately 1,674,801 full time
residents with a median age of 37.1 years. The MSA includes approximately 659,266 households and
ranks 37thin size (out of 382 MSAs nationwide) among all Metropolitan Statistical Areas in the United
States. Approximately 31.4% of Hampton Roads MSA residents over 25 years in age have earned a
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bachelor's degree or higher. We have attached a full set of Hampton Roads MSA demographics hereto
as Exhibit A.
The Hampton Roads Region is known for its large military presence, ice-free harbor, shipyards, coal
piers, and miles of Atlantic Oceanfront property and beaches, all of which contribute to the diversity and
stability of the region’s economy.
B. Hampton Roads Transportation System
The Hampton Roads Region and Virginia Beach are served by numerous highways including Interstate
64, U.S. 460 and U.S. 58 running east and west. From the north and south, the area is accessible via
Interstate 85, Interstate 95, U.S. 17 and U.S.13.
Although the Hampton Roads Region is smaller than most Eastern Seaboard cities to the north, it often
suffers from traffic congestion due to the large number of waterways and waterway crossings
geographically crisscrossing most of the region. Most major roads and highways serving Virginia Beach
connect to the extensive East Coast regional highway system via Interstate 64, which connects with the
Virginia Beach-Norfolk Expressway (Interstate 264) to Richmond, VA and points beyond.

Virginia Beach Transportation Map

The region is also connected to the Delmarva Peninsula and points north from the States of Maryland and
Delaware via the Chesapeake Bay Bridge Tunnel, a 17-mile span connecting Virginia’s Delmarva Eastern
Shore communities to Virginia Beach and the larger Hampton Roads Region.
Public transportation within Hampton Roads is provided primarily by Hampton Roads Transit. Hampton
Roads Transit also operated the more limited “Tides” light rail transit system, however, in November
2016, residents of Virginia Beach voted against extension of the light rail system into Virginia Beach.
The Hampton Roads Region is served by Norfolk International Airport (“ORF”), located approximately 17
miles from Virginia. Newport News/Williamsburg International Airport, approximately 42 miles west of
Norfolk International Airport, provides limited additional service. Norfolk International Airport is served by
Allegiant, American, Delta, Southwest and United Airlines, most providing limited service to larger East
Coast hub operations.

Norfolk International Airport (“ORF”)
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C. Hampton Roads Region Demographic and Economic Overview
The Hampton Roads Regional economy has become increasingly dependent upon defense spending
over the past decade and Department of Defense spending accounts for 45.6% of all regional economic
activity in the region. The military currently has 64 ships homeported in the area and 36 aircraft
squadrons. They also have a variety of Navy Special Forces and support units in the market.

Hampton Roads Military Bases

In addition to the major military presence in the Hampton Roads Region, the region attracts a wide array
of both domestic and international private industry military support corporate offices and facilities. We are
providing below a list of the 20 largest employers operating in the greater Hampton Roads Region.

TOP 20 HAMPTON ROADS REGION EMPLOYERS
No.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20

Company
United States Federal Government
Sentara Healthcare
Virginia Beach City Public Schools
Norfolk Naval Shipyard
Norfolk City Public Schools
Virginia Beach City
Dominion Enterprises (Trader
Publishing)
Wal-Mart Stores
Chesapeake City Public Schools
Portsmouth Naval Medical Center
Farm Fresh
Norfolk City
Bon Secours Hampton Roads Health
System
Old Dominion University
Bank of America
Naval Medical Center Portsmouth
United States Postal Service
Smithfield Foods
Amerigroup Corporation
Portsmouth City Public Schools

Employed
50,000
15,000
10,000
7,000
6,527
6,000
5,700

Industry
Government/Military
Health Care / Services
Government
Government/Military
Government
Government/Military
Services

5,270
5,200
4,770
4,400
4,364
4,000

Retail
Government
Government/Military
Retail
Government/Military
Health Care / Services

4,000
3,600
3,500
3,500
3,223
3,000
3,000

Government/Military
Restaurant Industry
Government/Military
Government/Military
Manufacturing
FIRE
Government/Military

Major military units and headquarters located in the Hampton Roads Region include NATO’s Allied
Command Transformation, U.S. Joint Forces Command, U.S. Fleet Forces Command, the U.S. Air
Force’s Air Combat Command, U.S. Marine Corps Forces Command, and the U.S. Army Training and
Doctrine Command.
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D. Virginia Beach Demographic and Economic Overview
The City of Virginia Beach is part of the Hampton Roads Region and is located at the southeastern
coast of the State of Virginia and bordering the Atlantic Ocean at the mouth of the Chesapeake Bay. The
City represents is the largest city in the State of Virginia and is ranked as the 43rd most populous city in
the United States.

City of Virginia Beach, Virginia

Virginia Beach is home to approximately 456,968 residents and is projected to grow to 461,408
residents by 2022. The City covers 497.0 square miles and includes 177,959 households. The median
age of City residents 35.1 years.

The Virginia Beach Resort Area

The Virginia Beach Resort Area features miles of beaches and hundreds of hotels, motels, and
restaurants and includes a daytime population of 195,414 employees. It is also home to several state
parks, three military bases, a number of large corporations, two universities, international headquarters
and numerous historic sites. Virginia Beach is listed in the Guinness Book of Records for having the
longest pleasure beach in the world. We have attached a full set of Virginia Beach, VA demographics
hereto as Exhibit B.
The City of Virginia Beach unemployment rate stood at 3.1% as compared to the national rate of 4.1%
as of March 2018. A partial list of major employers operating in the City of Virginia Beach is included in
the chart below.
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MAJOR VIRGINIA BEACH EMPLOYERS
No.
1
2

Company
City of Virginia Beach Schools
City of Virginia Beach

Industry
Government/Education
Local Government

3
4

U.S. Department of Defense
Sentara Healthcare

Government/Military
Insurance

5
6
7
8

GEICO General Insurance Company
General Growth Props. (Lynnhaven Mall)
STIHL Incorporated
Walmart Corporation

Insurance
Owner/Operator Malls
Headquarters /Manufacturer
Retail

9
10

Gold Key/PHR Hotels & Resorts
Amerigroup (Anthem)

Hospitality
Insurance

11

LoanCare Servicing Center, Inc.

Financial Services

12
13

Engility Corp.
LifeNet Health

Engineering Services
Healthcare

14

Christian Broadcasting Network

Broadcasting

15.

Harmony Investments

Hospitality
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Section VII
Competitive Landscape
A. Introduction
We are providing below a review of retail competition in three distinct market segments that we believe
are most directly impactful to the Project as currently conceived. These market segments include
Specialty Retail offerings located throughout the Hampton Roads Region, Commodity Retail offerings
located in the City of Virginia Beach, and retail offerings of all types located in the Resort Area. A
review of each of these market areas is provided below.
B. Hampton Roads Region Specialty Retail
The Hampton Roads Region is served by an abundance of Specialty Retail offerings, many of which
underperform and each of which competes for market share in a market oversupplied in Specialty Retail.
Major Specialty Retail centers operating in the region include the following;
1. Lynnhaven Mall
Lynnhaven Mall, an enclosed regional mall developed by Simon Properties and opened in August
1981, today represents the largest Specialty Retail collection in the Hampton Roads region. The
mall, now owned by GGP, Inc., is located 10-minutes from the Resort Area in the City of Virginia
Beach, and contains approximately 1.17 million square feet of retail space and more than one
hundred thirty stores.

Lynnhaven Mall – Virginia Beach, Virginia

The mall, which reportedly produces sales of approximately $650 per square foot, includes a strong
mix of premium brands including Apple, Michael Kors, Sephora, H & M and LL Bean, and is
anchored by Dillard’s JCPenney, Macy’s and AMC 18 Theatres.
2. MacArthur Center
MacArthur Center, a three-level enclosed regional shopping mall located in downtown Norfolk, VA,
was developed by luxury mall operator Taubman Company and opened in March 1999. The
underperforming mall was sold to Starwood Capital Group in 2014.

MacArthur Center – Norfolk, Virginia
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Although the mall is the only Specialty Retail center anchored by a Nordstrom department store
and includes many of the region’s top retail brands, including Apple, Williams-Sonoma, Banana
Republic and Sephora, the Nordstrom department store is one of the poorest performing
Nordstrom units in the chain and is expected by many industry observers to close when its
operating covenant expires.
Current owner, Starwood Capital Group, is reportedly planning to redevelop the center into a
mixed-use Center including hotels, residential, restaurant and entertainment offerings and a
pedestrian-friendly public square featuring art and community-oriented amenities.
3. La Promenade Distinctive Shops
La Promenade Distinctive Shops is located on Laskin Road, just a few short miles from the
Virginia Beach Resort Area. The outdoor center, located close to some of the Hampton Roads
Region’s most affluent neighborhoods, includes an edited selection of some of the region’s most
exclusive stores including Yves Delorme, Williams Sonoma, Talbots, Talbots Petites, and Talbots
Woman, along with local shops, restaurants and cafes.

La Promenade Distinctive Shops – Virginia Beach, Virginia

La Promenade Distinctive Shops has been a Virginia Beach mainstay for decades and continues
to maintain its status today as one of the region’s most exclusive addresses.
4. Virginia Beach Town Center
Virginia Beach Town Center was developed as a mixed-use center intended to become the civic
and urban center of Virginia Beach. The project, located on Virginia Beach Boulevard,
approximately 18 miles from the Resort Area, has not fully succeeded in producing an “Urban hub”
for the City, however, it has become home to one of the region’s strongest mix of Specialty Retail
and entertainment concepts, including Anthropology, Barnes and Noble, Bluemercury, Brooks
Brothers, LuLulemon Athletica, Free People and Ann Taylor Loft.

Virginia Beach Town Center – Virginia Beach, Virginia

The project, which also included the region’s only Westin Hotel, also features the region’s strongest
collection of national restaurant concepts, including Ruth’s Chris, Cheesecake
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Factory, Gordon Biersch, California Pizza Kitchen, McCormick & Schmick’s and P F Chang’s,
along with entertainment concepts Funny Bones Comedy Club and Regal Columbus Station. We
consider Virginia Beach Town Center to be one of the most significant Specialty Retail
competitors in the Hampton Roads Region.
5. Greenbrier Mall
Greenbrier Mall is a poorly producing regional mall located in Chesapeake, VA. The mall, owned
and operated by CBL Properties, contains approximately 896,822 square feet of mid-level
Specialty Retail. We believe this mall will continue to experience continuing sales declines as part
of a fundamental nationwide shift and will eventually close as department store and mid-level mall
sales continue to contract.

Greenbriar Mall – Chesapeake, Virginia

6. Patrick Henry Mall
Patrick Henry Mall, located on Interstate 64 and Jefferson Avenue in Newport News, VA, opened in
1987 and was the first mall in the region to feature a food court. Despite being

Patrick Henry Mall -- Newport News, Virginia

the only enclosed mall between Virginia Beach and Richmond, Virginia, the 717,000 sf mall,
owned and operated by PREIT, produces under $400 per sf in sales. We believe this mall will
continue to experience continuing sales declines as part of a fundamental nationwide shift and will
eventually close as department store and mid-level mall sales continue to contract.
7. Peninsula Town Center

Peninsula Town Center --- Hampton, Virginia
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Peninsula Town Center, a 1.1 million sf open air mixed-use project located in Hampton, VA, was
redeveloped by Steiner + Associates to its current configuration. The open-air center, located on
the site of the original Coliseum Mall, debuted in 2009 and failed during the Great Recession. It is
currently being repositioned by new ownership, however it does not have a sustainable
merchandising plan in place as of this date.
8. City Center at Oyster Point
City Center at Oyster Point is a 52-acre mixed-use development, including approximately 230,000
square feet of retail and restaurant space, at the heart of the peninsula’s central business district in
Newport News, VA. The retail portion of the project has struggled despite presence of 1 million
square feet of Class A office space, residential density, and a Marriott Hotel and Conference
Center in the center. The project, centered around a five-acre water feature and anchored by a 12
theater Cinemark Theater, includes little meaningful national retail.

City Center at Oyster Point – Newport News, Virginia

9. Norfolk Premium Outlets
Norfolk Premium Outlets, opened in June 2017 and located at the intersection of Interstate 64 and
Route 13 in the heart of the Hampton Roads Region, represents one of a new
generation of outlet centers located within the larger population centers of Norfolk and Virginia
Beach. The Simon Property Group owned outlet center is located one mile from Norfolk
International Airport, within 9 miles of the Norfolk waterfront and 18 miles west of
the Virginia Beach Resort Area, and includes approximately 332,000 square feet of Specialty
Retail outlet store space including Tommy Hilfiger, The North Face,

Norfolk Premium Outlets – Norfolk, Virginia

Michael Kors, Under Armour and Calvin Klein. We expect this well-located outlet center to
contribute to eroding Specialty Retail sales at many of the market’s weaker Specialty Retail
centers.
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10. Williamsburg Outlets
Williamsburg, VA is home to three outlet centers including Simon Property Group’s Premium Outlet
center, Tanger Outlets and an additional locally owned outlet center. The combined outlet
presence in Williamsburg represents one of the most formidable Specialty Retail offerings in the
Hampton Roads Region.
The largest of these centers, Simon’s Williamsburg Premium Outlets, opened 1988 and was
renovated and expanded in 2008, The center includes over 520,000 sf of luxury outlet stores
including Burberry, Calvin Klein, Hugo Boss, Nike, Vineyard Vines, Polo Ralph Lauren, Cole Hahn,
The North Face and Under Armour.

Williamsburg, Virginia Outlet Centers

C. Virginia Beach Commodity Retail Market
The City of Virginia Beach is fully served by a full complement of Commodity Retail stores, including a
full complement of convenience stores, drug stores and grocery stores, many located in the Resort Area,
as depicted on Exhibit B attached hereto.
While we do not believe that the City requires additional Commodity Retail at this time, we note that the
Resort Area is not served by an upscale grocery store (Whole Foods is located approximately six miles

Whole Foods – Virginia Beach, Virginia

from the Resort Area on Laskin Road, however.) and that a correctly sized upscale grocery store would
be a valuable addition to the Resort Area of Virginia Beach, particularly in light additional higher end
residential units being added to the market.
D. Resort Area Retail
Retail offerings in the Resort Area, like most seasonal beach markets, consist primarily of a variety of
restaurants, convenience retail and resort area gift, treat and sundries’ shops.
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While visitors to the Virginia Beach Resort Area come to the market with significant disposable income
to spend, the market lacks any concentration of meaningful Specialty Retail other than traditional beach
offerings along the Boardwalk and spotty offerings within the core Resort Area, mostly along Atlantic
Avenue.

Boardwalk and Resort Retail and Entertainment

The most significant Specialty Retail offerings in the Resort Area consist of a wide array of touristoriented food and restaurant offerings ranging from better “sit down” resort-style seafood and related
offerings to pizza shops, fast casual offerings and Boardwalk style “treat” offerings.
More recent projects along Atlantic Avenue, in particular, have added new retail space, however we
consider most of that retail space to have added only incrementally to the market with none of those
projects have added significantly to the overall appeal or draw of the market.

Ocean Sky Retail Center – Virginia Beach, VA

The Pier Shops – 1400 Atlantic Ave – Virginia Beach, VA

Similarly, restaurant offerings in the market, while adequate, for the most part fail to offer excitement,
innovation or current appeal. A recent search of Open Table yielded the following top 10 list of
restaurants (by star rating) located in the Resort Area.
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VA Beach Resort Area Restaurant Recommendations
1. Le Yaca

French

516 Reviews

98%

$$$ $

2. Zoes Steak & Seafood

American

685 Reviews

97%

$$$ $

3. Cobalt Grille

American

830 Reviews

96%

$$ $$

4. Croc's 19th St Bistro

American

554 Reviews

94%

$$ $$

5. Bella Monte

Italian

373 Reviews

88%

$$ $$

6. The Melting Pot

Fondue

1691 Reviews 94%

$$$ $

7. Chops

American

414 Reviews

87%

$$$ $

8. Nawab Indian Cuisine

Indian

22 Reviews

96%

$$ $$

9. La Bella Italia

Italian

86 Reviews

77%

$$ $$

10. NanKing of Virginia

Indian

12 Reviews

67%

$$$ $

None of today’s more innovative concepts, like the West Coast’s Lemonade and Flower Child
concepts, are represented in the market at present, and as indicated above, best in class national
restraint chains have shunned the Resort Area in favor Virginia Beach Town Center and other
alternate locations in the Hampton Roads Region.

West Coast Fast Casual Restaurants, Lemonade and Flower Child
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Section VIII
The Surfing Industry
A. Introduction
The centerpiece of the Project will be the “Wave Garden” Surf Park designed to offer world class manmade surfing conditions to audiences ranging from aspiring amateurs to the world’s best competitive
surfers. With this in mind, we believe that the success of the Project will be disproportionately dependent
on the strength of the “surfing market” accessed by the Project and the ability of the Surf Pool to function
as a year-round world-class attraction capable of drawing new visitors to the market and generating
excitement and buzz within the surfing community.

Select Surf Economics

Although we were provided with a portion of the Wave Garden Feasibility Report (the “Wave Garden
Report”), we were not provided with information underlying all of Wave Garden’s assumptions which are
independently verifiable or otherwise adequate for us to reach reliable conclusions from.
While we have no reason to believe that the conclusions reached in the Wave Garden Report are not
valid, we also believe that by providing additional background information on the surfing industry, we will
further strengthen the conclusions and recommendations in our Report.
B. Surfing Industry
According to the Surfing Industry Manufacturers Association, 35 million surfers participate in the sport
worldwide, with 3.3 million surfers residing in the United States. 49% of surfing expenditures, however,
are reported to take place in the United States. The surfing industry is growing at between 12 and 15
percent annually, with total surfing industry revenue reaching an estimated $13.2 billion in 2017, $1.6
billion from surf footwear sales alone. (By comparison, estimated annual revenue in the golfing industry
is estimated to have reached just under $35 billion in 2017.)
As indicated in the Outdoor Foundation/Statista table below, youth participation in surfing increased by
73% from 2006 to 2016, making it one of the fastest growing sports in the country.
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U.S. Surfing Participation 2006-2016

The industry is considered most directly comparable to the snow sport industry where a reported 54% of
all industry revenue, approximately $3.5 Billion in the Unites States alone 2017, is generated from lift
ticket sales. The Surfing Industry Manufacturers Association estimates that the potential annual U.S.
market for surf park revenue could reach over $8.10 billion

Surfing is perceived as “Cool” and Exciting

A recent analysis of surfing industry participants found that while 90% are male, female involvement in
the sport through retail and related activities is closer to 50%. Surfers average over 100 surf sessions per
year and spend an average of over $50.00 per session, and approximately 62 % of surfers have
graduated from college.
Revenues generated by the surfing industry are derived from a diverse range of sources, including Surf
Parks and surfing equipment, training academies, retail and equipment rental and associated food and
beverage sales. Surf industry revenues from branding, sponsorship and licensing is small today as
compared to other more established sports like golf and tennis, however revenues from these sources
are expected to grow disproportionately in coming years as interest in the sport increases and additional
Surf Parks come on line.
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Perhaps no industry fact more meaningfully demonstrates the rising stature of the sport than the decision
of the International Olympic Committee to add surfing as an Olympic sport at the 2020 Tokyo Summer
Games.

Many surf industry observers believe that with the additional exposure provided by the upcoming Olympic
coverage, the surfing industry will see a surge in participation and popularity in the coming decade.
C. East Coast Surfing Facts
Despite the attention given to popular surfer destinations in California and Hawaii, the East Coast of the
United States is one of the most popular surfing destinations in the world, due largely to its large
population (38% of U.S. population lives on the East Coast), the popularity of well-known surfing
destinations from Florida to New England and the availability of all-weather surfing equipment allowing
year-round surfing in most locations.
Men’s Journal reports that North Carolina’s Cape Hatteras and Outer Banks, located in close proximity to
Virginia Beach, is one of the “Six Most Popular” East Coast surfing destinations for in-the-know surfers.
The region, known for its steep continental shelf drop-off, produces sets of powerful, medium-size (but
wide) beach breaks. “Hatteras itself oozes a laid-back vibe and, when coupled with the larger ocean
swells from the south, a West Coaster would be forgiven for comparing it to Malibu (only, as the summer
progresses, the water gets far warmer here than in SoCal).” reported Men’s Journal in 2012.
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D. Wave and Surf Parks Industry
Our review of the emerging wave and surf park industry found only four significant parks currently
operating in the United States, with only two offering “surf quality” waves and none operating on East
Coast. We are providing below a list of what we believe to be the 15 most significant wave and surf park
attractions operating around the world, with the additional guidance that many of these parks offer only
recreational wave pools not suitable for surfing.

Top Fifteen Surf & Wave Parks
Operating Worldwide
1. Wave House, San Diego, CA
2.

Typhoon Lagoon, Disney World, FL

3. Kalahari, The Dells, WI
4. Avalanche Bay, Boyne Falls, MI
5. Big Surf, Tempe, AZ
6. Siam Park, Spain
7. Surf Snowdome, Snowdonia, Wales
8. Wave Garden Cove, Bristol, England
9. Wave Garden, Basque Country, France
10. Unit Parktech, Langfeld, Germany
11. Himlabadet, Sweden
12. Wadi Adventure Surf Park, Dubai, UAE
13. Ocean Dome, Miyazaki, Japan
14.Sunway Lagoon Theme Park, Malasia
15. Weber Surf Parks, Australia

In addition, except as indicated in Section XI (A) below, almost all wave parks we are aware of are not
associated with meaningful retail shopping facilities, and among the few that are associated with retail
centers, we have not been able to identify any surf parks that form the centerpiece of a retail or mixeduse development.
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Section IX
Trade Area Analysis
A. “Trade Area” Demographics
While we do not believe that conventional demographic analysis is generally applicable to seasonal and
resort area retail, we are presenting below a basic review of market size and characteristics for the
Hampton Roads Region, the City of Virginia Beach and in a three mile radius around the Resort Area
in the chart below.

The Wave Specialty Retail Trade Area and Select Ring Demographics
Demographic Segment

Hampton Roads

VA Beach

3 Mile Ring

1,674,801
1,692,645
0.20%

456,968
461,408
0.20%

44,276
45,175
0.03%

Households - 2017

659,266

177,959

20,934

Average HH Income – 2017

$84,915

$$94,124

$93,636

37.1

35.1

39.1

356,771 (31.4%)

109,292 (35.2%)

Population - 2017
Population - 2022 (Est.)
Population - Annual Growth 20172022 (Est.)

Median Age
Education – College Graduates - 2017

23,243(42.6%)

B. Virginia Beach Tourism Market
The Virginia Tourism Corporation reported approximately 15.2 million visitors traveled to Virginia Beach
in 2016 for leisure or business travel, which represented a 9.4% increase over 2015. Visitation is
estimated to have reached approximately 17.0 million in 2017. Approximately 8.1 million of these visitors
came to the City for only one day, while 7.1 million stayed overnight for one or more nights. While
travelers come to the market from across the country and globe, nearly 75% of visitors arrived by car and
a reported 43 percent come to visit relatives.
The economic impact of visitors to Virginia Beach totaled nearly $1.5 billion in direct travel-related
expenditures with an average of $4.1 million spent each day and an average of $1,955 spent per visitor,
generating $132.1 million in state and local tax revenue.
Tourism also has a significant impact at the regional and state levels. In 2016, tourism-supported jobs
totaled 47,315 equating to over $1 billion in salaries with local and state taxes from activity in Virginia
Beach providing $407 million on the regional level. On a state level, spending by domestic travelers to
Virginia equaled $65 million per day with overall travel expenditures equaling $23.7 billion which is a 3.3%
increase from 2015. The tourism industry is the fifth largest private employer in Virginia supporting more
than 229,000 jobs and $5.6 billion in salaries.
While exact statistics on visitation to the Virginia Beach Resort Area are difficult to ascertain, our review
of the Longwood international’s Virginia Beach 2016 visitor Research Report as well the BCF Virginia
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Beach Perception Study (Wave 2), dated October 28, 2016. indicate that trips to the market are heavily
weighted to the prime Summer Beach months with the vast majority of trips originating from Mid-Atlantic
and 31% of visitors staying in Resort Area hotels. As a result, we estimate that at least 50% of visitors
coming to the market, or over 7.5 million visitors annually, have at least some contact with the Resort
Area.
We believe that the Project, with its many attractions and one-of-a-kind East Coast Surf Pool will not
only benefit disproportionally from tourism coming from outside of the Hampton Roads Region and also
has a substantial probability of expanding the tourism market coming to the Virginia Beach Resort Area.

Virginia Beach Oceanfront Summer Crowds
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Section X
Retail Potential
And Lambert Analysis
A. Retail Potential
While calculation of “spending potential” (or so-called “gap analysis”) was historically used to substantiate
the addition of new retail square footage to an existing market and to establish sales potential, we do not
believe that such an analysis would yield meaningful results in this case, given the unconventional
centerpiece of the Project’s main Surf Park attraction and the lack similar retail projects available for
comparison.
We do, however, believe that the Resort Area, while adequately served today with standard beach
related retail and services, has little in the way of destination attractions and, with the exception of a small
supply of quality restaurants, does not currently offer a mixed-use retail destination featuring the kind and
quality of entertainment and retail components planned for the Wave.
With this in mind, we feel highly confident that the Project, with its central location in the Resort Area
and unique first to market attractions, performance space, office and residential components, will not only
support the creation of the 138,100 combined sf of retail and restaurant space (along with the more than
100,000 sf of entertainment and attraction space,) but is likely to create demand for additional square
footage in the near-term future.

B. Lambert Analysis
We were asked to participate, along with Lambert Advisory (“Lambert”), in an analysis of od retail and
restaurant capacity (the “Lambert Analysis”) in the Resort Area, based upon completion of the Project,
as described herein, along with all three additional projects planned for the Resort Area, as described in
Section VI above.

While we engaged in extensive discussions with Lambert, the Displacement and Economic Impact
Assessment, dated May, 2018 itself (the “Lambert Analysis”) was completed independently by Lambert.
C. Existing Supply
Lambert estimates that current restaurant supply in the primary Resort Area totals approximately
500,000 sf at present, consisting primarily of full service restaurants, but also including fast casual, fast
food and take out establishments. We estimate that a total of approximately 98,000 sf of new restaurant
space is currently being planned for the four Proposed Projects, or approximately 20% of existing
restaurant supply in the Resort Area.
We have not evaluated total retail supply, average rents, vacancy rates or other retail supply data for the
Resort Area and have not relied on such information in reaching our conclusions for the Wave.
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D. Lambert Displacement Findings
We concur with Lambert’s overall conclusion that, based upon the assumptions set forth in the Lambert
Analysis, the additional retail, restaurant and entertainment capacity planned in the four Proposed
Projects, will result in an initial undersupply of approximately 42,500 square feet (the “Undersupply”) in
the first full year of operation of the four Proposed Projects (the “Base Year”).
We recognize, however, that the exact year of opening of each project, the relative generation of new
market demand from each project and the amount and type of retail space, particularly restaurant space,
included in each project, along with other factors, may have a substantial bearing on the overall impact of
new supply, particularly in the restaurant category, at any given point in time.
E. Impact of New Supply
As indicated in the Lambert Analysis, calculation of displacement involves both art and science in both
arriving at assumptions underlying the analysis and in interpreting findings. As such we are providing the
following additional discussion regarding projected Oversupply.
First, while not likely to occur, he addition of a disproportionate quantity of “restaurant space” at any given
time, may result in a short-term possible oversupply of restaurant space, a condition which could
potentially impact rents and occupancy in both the Wave and other Proposed Projects. We believe that
any such short-term oversupply would be quickly offset by new demand as the market rebalances.
Given the overall importance of the Wave Project as tone of the single greatest net generators of new
visits to the Resort Area among the Proposed Projects, and critical need for strong restaurant
performance for the overall success of the Wave, we believe that the introduction of prime restaurant
space associated with competing projects, particularly the Fishing Pier, a low impact net visit generator,
should ideally be staggered to limit the risk of too much new restaurant supply being added to the market
at any given time.
In addition, we believe that the following additional factors should be considered in interpreting the overall
impact of the introduction of new restaurant space:
1. Normal Attrition. Absent the introduction of new restaurant supply associated with the four
Proposed Projects, normal attrition of existing restaurant supply would be expected to occur in
the market, reducing current supply and requiring replacement.
2. Incremental Market Growth. Independent of the impact from the four Proposed Projects,
Resort Area visitation and demand would be expected to continue to grow annually. In the even
hat annual growth occurs at a modest 3.5% annually, for example, demand for additional retail
and restaurant space would grow by 17,500 sf annually, reducing the impact of any possible
short-term oversupply.
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Section XI
Merchandising Recommendations
A. Introduction
The Wave is a unique mixed-use project that in many ways is a one of a kind retail opportunity. Our
review of surf and wave parks operating throughout the world indicates that none are operating in
markets or shopping facilities similar to those applicable in this case, and as such, they provide little
guidance in arriving at a merchandising plan for the Wave.
We have identified two wave attractions associated with major shopping venues, Wave Park Gateway, at
Gateway Mall in Durbin, South Africa, and Oana Surf, at Switzerland Mall near Lucerne, Switzerland,
however in neither case is the wave pool central to the merchandising plan or shopping experience.

Oana Surf – Switzerland Mall
Lucerne, Switzerland

Wave Park Gateway – Gateway Mall
Durbin, South Africa

Based upon our review of beach front and resort area retail throughout the United States, we have
identified key principles applicable to successful resort area retail that can provide meaningful guidance in
merchandising the Wave.
Successful resort-oriented projects like the Wave tend to offer authentic local merchandising, featuring
one-of-a kind local eateries, merchants and artisans, along with compelling, often one of a kind,
entertainment and attractions. Visitors rarely are motivated to spend vacation time and dollars at retail
centers offering stores located in their home markets or in shopping venues readily available in close
proximity to the resort area in question (conditions that exist in the case of the Virginia Beach Resort
Area).
Although not similar in plan or anchoring to the Project, we point to St. Armands Circle, an organic
collection of Specialty Retail streets and stores, organized around an historic park-like traffic circle, in
Sarasota Florida, as one of the most successful resort area retail collections we are aware of in the
United States. St. Armands Circle thrives in Sarasota, despite its close proximity to three local area
malls, countless chain restaurants and countless commodity retail offerings, by offering a compelling
array of local and regional shops and restaurants in an authentic and appealing environment.

St. Armands Circle Retail – Sarasota, Florida
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One recent project that has failed to resonate with visitors opened in 2015, in America’s “Surf City”,
Huntington Beach, California. Despite being built to impeccable standards, including lush landscaping
and authentic wood “boardwalks”, and its location directly across Pacific Coast Highway from the Pacific
Ocean, the project performs below expectations. We believe that two of the primary reasons its poor
performance are (1) the lack of unique entertainment and attraction anchors and (2) the inclusion of many
national retailers readily available in nearby Orange County, CA markets and in visitors’ home markets.

Pacific City – Huntington Beach, CA

B. Project Conditions
Given the dimensions of the Wave Property itself as well as the large footprint of the Surf Park, the site
plan for the Wave does not follow traditional shopping center or mixed-use design or planning principles.
In addition, the Wave, by the nature of its multi-block layout, takes on an urban feel and appearance.
Urban streets, however, bordering low density “neighborhoods”, often function as one sided blocks, in this
case, particularly along 20th Street, which pose additional merchandising challenges.
We do believe, however, that the Project’s unique and compelling attractions and entertainment anchors,
along with its central Resort Area location, provide an exceptional retail opportunity.

The Wave Ground Floor Plan
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Finally, the Wave is planned to include more than half of its retail square footage on the second floor,
requiring additional planning attention. Given the difficulties of bringing pedestrian traffic to second floor
retail locations in general, we recommend that second-floor retail should be limited to destination
attractions and larger format destination restaurants.
C. The Wave Retail Merchandising Strategy
While we recognize that the site plan and merchandising strategy for the Wave have not been finalized at
this time, we are providing below, a review of current merchandising initiatives as well as additional
merchandising recommendations for the Project.
1. North West Block Retail
We believe that the North West Block should serve as a bridge to both the Vibe District and
Convention Center to the west and to the heart of the Project to the east. While efficient access
to convenient parking will be essential for successful a grocery store at the western end of the
North West Building, it would also be desirable for that end of the building to should serve as a
gateway to the nearby Vibe District.
The eastern end of the North West Building should serve as a complimentary bookend to the Surf
Park and as an introduction to the heart of the Project.
At present, the Wave merchandising plan calls for the following uses to be located in the North
West Building:
a. Specialty Grocery Store
While we recognize that retail square footage will need to be dedicated to the everyday
needs of both residents and visitors to the Wave, we also recognize that the area is wellserved with nearby Commodity retail offerings that will not need to be duplicated or
supplemented in the Project.

Kimberton Whole Foods

Despite this overall recommendation, we believe that a high-end specialty grocery store
would be a unique and effective addition to the Project and the Resort Area. We
recommend, however, that Venture consider a smaller scale grocery store, between
15,000 and 25,000 sq ft in size. We are aware of a growing market for smaller
specialized grocery stores such as Kimberton Whole Foods, a suburban Philadelphia
specialty foods grocer and Mon’s a similar operation in the Washington, D.C.market,
producing industry leading sales of $1,000 psf and higher.
b. National Geographic
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Venture is negotiating with National Geographic to locate a National Geographic
Experience Attraction in approximately 35,000 square feet a second-floor location in the
North West Building. Although no feasibility study has been completed on the
proposed attraction at this time, we believe that such a facility, now operating in select
U.S. and international markets around the world, would diversify the target audience and
overall appeal of the Wave.

National Geographic Encounter Attraction – New York, New York

We do, however, recommend that Venture consider creating a prominent first
floor entrance for National Geographic to enhance overall Project appeal and
introduce a sense of excitement and connectivity at the ground floor level of the
Project.
c. Cinepolis (Or Similar) Theater
The current plan for the Wave includes a proposed 45,000 sf “plush recline” Cinepolis or
similar theater adjacent to National Geographic on second-floor of the North West
Building. Although we recommend that Venture also consider attracting other operators
such as Alamo Draft House, we strongly endorse introducing a modern “plush recline”
theater in the Project.

Cinepolis Luxury Cinema – Del Mar, California

As with National Geographic above, we recommend that Venture consider
creating a first-floor entrance and box office for the theater, along with a prominent
marque, in order to enhance overall Project appeal and introduce a sense of excitement
and connectivity at the ground floor level of the Project.
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d. Additional Ground Floor Merchandising
In addition to the grocery, entertainment and attraction concepts described above, we
recommend that Venture consider adding additional attractions and/or food and
beverage concepts, as discussed below, in the remaining ground floor space in the North
West Building. We believe that adding such a use(s) will assist in defining the unique
destination appeal of the Project and potentially assist in connecting the Project with the
emerging Vibe District just steps away.
2. North Block Retail
The primary focus of the Project will be on the Surf Park itself along with the rows of retail
stores and restaurants located to the north of the pool on the ground and second floors of the
North Building.
The Surf Park is expected to be the single largest attraction drawing visitors to the Wave.
According to the Wave Garden Virginia Bach Economic Feasibility Study (the “Surf Park
Feasibility Study”), dated March 28, 2018, Wave Garden estimates that the Surf Park will
attract 97,867 paying customers annually from a market estimated to include over 8.3 million
potential customers.

Munich Airport (MUC) Surf Park

With the annual capacity of the Surf Park estimated at 272,000 “rides”, the pool will be capable
of drawing nearly three times its estimated draw at maximum capacity. In addition to the Wave
Pool, Venture has, at present, proposed the following merchandising components in the North
Building:
a. Rock Climbing Attraction
Venture is considering including an active lifestyles rock climbing facility
designed to foster community through rock climbing, fitness, arts and culture and active
co-working, for the central location on the second floor of the North Building. While we
believe this is an attractive use for the Project, we also believe that the second floor of
the North Building is an ideal location for destination restaurants and clubs that can
benefit from the position overlooking the Surf Park.
This use may be an ideal candidate to occupy a portion of the ground
floor of the North West Building, if size and space needs can be accommodated
there.
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b. Virtual Reality Attraction
Venture’s is considering including an experimental 15,000 sf experiential virtual reality
concept to be developed by Josh Wexler, best known as a producer and writer for Mortal
Kombat: Annihilation (1997), and Marvel Super Heroes 4D (2010), to be located on the
second floor of the northeast corner North Building. While details of the new concept
are not available as of the date of this Report, we believe that this concept, when
designed, has the potential to become a destination unto itself and offers the Project
another opportunity to diversify its overall appeal and help link the Project to the Vibe
District.
As with National Geographic above, we recommend that Venture consider creating a
first-floor entrance and box office for the Bridge, along with a prominent marque, in order
to enhance overall Project appeal and introduce a sense of excitement and connectivity
at the ground floor level of the Project.
c. Additional Ground Floor Merchandising
We recommend that Venture merchandise a combination of food and beverage
concepts and core surfing and related merchandise in the ground floor space in the
North Building. We believe this location will have the highest volume of pedestrian
traffic in the Project and provides the greatest visibility and branding potential for
retailers and restaurants alike.

The Shore Boutique and Restaurant – Sarasota, FL

d. Additional Second Floor Merchandising
In addition to the entertainment and attraction concepts described above, we recommend
that the balance of second floor space be dedicated to destination food and beverage
concept(s) and/or to entertainment and attractions.

3. Church Block Retail
We recommend that ground floor retail space in the Church Building be merchandised with
one or more uses described in Section X (C) (5) below.
Wherever possible, we recommend that stores occupying space located along Baltic and Pacific
Avenues be sized and merchandised to avoid storefronts opening to the street midblock between
the main body of the Project and 20th Street. These locations will not generally be well suited for
smaller store formats unless sufficient pedestrian traffic can be demonstrated.
4. South Block
We recommend that any ground floor retail space in the in the South Building that is not
otherwise used for the Entertainment Center be merchandised with one or more uses described
in Section X (C) (5) below.
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5. Additional Merchandising Recommendations
a. Food and Beverage Offerings
We believe that one of the key drivers of success in the Project will be the introduction of
a diverse collection food and beverage concepts designed to both appeal to the diverse
mix of visitors attracted to the Wave and create unique appeal for other visitors to the

market by featuring best in class local and regional cuisine. While we defer specific
restaurant recommendations to Venture’s leasing team, we are providing below an
outline of specific food and beverage uses we believe that will complement the Wave
Pool audience, surfing enthusiasts, and patrons visiting the diverse collection of
restaurants and attractions at the Wave.
i. Authentic Local dining: Signature large format local restaurant having best in
class beach inspired cuisine appealing to a wide array of palettes, consistent with
the signature one-of-a-kind destination restaurants pictured below:

Authentic Original American Seafood Restaurant Institutions

`

ii. Beach and Surfing Inspired Cuisine: Authentic Surf restaurants
and bars consistent with the one-of-a-kind destination restaurants
depicted below:

Seal Beach and Huntington Beach Surf Restaurants
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iii. Emerging National Restaurants: Emerging national and regional
Restaurant Concepts consistent with those depicted below:

Snooze– Denver, CO and The Hampton Social – Chicago, IL

iv. Contemporary Restaurant Social Club: Contemporary Restaurant
and Social Clubs, including those pictured below:

Pinewood Social – Nashville, TN

Kings Bowling – Doral, FL

v. Coffee, Bakeries and Cafes: Emerging Fourth Gen Coffee Houses
and Cafes consistent with those depicted below:

Baked and Wired – Washington, DC

Local and Regional American Coffee Roasters

vi. Ice Cream and Treats: Best in Class Ice Cream, Treats and
Candy consistent with those depicted below:
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Best In Class Ice Cream and Treat Shops

d. Surf and Related Retail Merchants
The Project should include one or more authentic surf and surf apparel stores for both
casual surfing observers and surfing enthusiasts alike, along with equipment and repair
facilities for Surf Park participants.

East Of Maui – Rehoboth, Delaware
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Section XII
Site Plan And Place-Making Considerations
A. General Considerations
In addition to the merchandising recommendations provided in Section X above, we are providing the
following site plan, space planning and place-making recommendations, which we believe are integral to
executing the merchandising recommendations provided above.

The Wave Ground Floor and Vicinity Plan (Subject to Change)

The Wave will be located approximately two blocks from the beach to the east and three blocks from the
Convention Center to the west. While the Project is intended to become part of a comprehensive plan
to link the Boardwalk to the Convention Center, it also must establish its own place in the community,
including the Entertainment District and Vibe District, and establish an internal pedestrian flow of its
own.
As indicated in Section X above, the Project has an unconventional mixed-use site plan that poses
special challenges in establishing a pedestrian flow and sense of place. As such, we recommend that
special attention be paid to wayfinding both internal to the Project and in connecting the Project to the
distinct districts in which it resides. This includes establishing and reinforcing connections along 18th,
19th and 20th Streets, both east and west.
B. Place Making Considerations
The primary entertainment, attraction and dining orientation of the Project requires that both vehicular
and pedestrian access to each attraction and entertainment venue be clearly established with both
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vertical and horizontal connections. The introduction of escalators and elevators can result in unintended
physical separations between buildings and “places” within the Project, and as such, we recommend that
special attention be paid to establishing both pedestrian flow as well as an overall sense of place Projectwide.
Placemaking initiatives should include integration of hardscape, landscaping and amenities such as
seating and fire pits, along with the establishment of viewing areas for the Surf Park that create activity
and interest while not overwhelming the overall environment or blocking merchants and attractions.
C. Coordinated Events Programming
One of the most important keys to the success of The Wave will be establishing a frequent and
compelling events schedule, not only for surfing enthusiasts, but also for visitors to the Entertainment
Venue, to the Entertainment and Vibe Districts specifically, and to the Resort Area generally, including
aggressive promotion via social media, travel publications, surfing industry media, traditional advertising
resources and through licensing, sponsorship and related brand extension initiatives.
A well-coordinated events program will not only bring regular traffic to the Project but also has the
potential to extend the reach and recognition of the Project locally, regionally and nationally. Although it
is not directly applicable to the Wave, we point to the Grove, in Los Angeles, CA as perhaps the best
example of events programming, including becoming the host location for TV’s “Extra” entertainment
show.
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Section XIII

Additional Considerations And Limitations
A. Financial Analysis
This Report is intended to provide analysis and merchandising recommendations for The Wave.
Although this Report does not include a financial analysis of the various options recommended, it is
intended to provide a template for achieving the goals of the recommended merchandising plan in a
financially sound manner.
B. Assumptions and Limiting Conditions
The various findings, conclusions, and recommendations outlined in this Report are based on a review of
information derived from a variety of sources deemed reliable by SiteWorks. SiteWorks, however,
assumes no responsibility or liability for individual data items.
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